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ABSTRACT.-
.

This" study tests the fit of .competing. models 6f4
. strike causes on 'a sample of public school districts in New York The ,

models are based on differing assumptioni. One is that strikes are
the result of mistakes or'imperfect infoma0on; the other is that
strikes are rational choices made in expectation of gain. The
differences in.these.views are sigpificant, since. they city lead to
divergent theoretical and policy conc1uS4rons. The models were tested

.. by comparing 14 striking districts. to a sample of adjacent or closely-'
Similar dnes,,that did'not strike in thelsime year. The 'gross
comparison of the contract changes in strike as, opposed to. nonstrike
situations shows at least three clear patterns: (1) there are more
'contract changes in strike situations; (2) the overall distribution
of gains and losses varies from strike to nonstrike situations; and
.(3) the iselationship iof union 'toboard gains varies cpnsiderably,
acrosd dif4erent subjects. -In terms of overall winners and lbsers,
strike situations seem to favor the board to aa modest degree, while
nonstrike situations favor the union. The evidence!overall tends to
support a random ot error view of strike effects, 'while the model of
rational choice is weakly supported. References are included.
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str#t:

researc tests the"fit of competing models of
strike causes on.a sample of public school districts in New
York.. The models are based on differing assumptions,: one
that strikes are the result of 'mistakes and/or imperfect
information, the other that strikes are rationalchOices
made in expectation of gain.. the differences in these views
are significant, since they can" lead to .divergent policy and
theoretical°conClusions.

,

The models were tested by .comparing 14 striking
. Oistpicts to a sample of adjacerit .or. closely. similar ones
whict did not strike 'in the same-Year. The model of rational
.choice is weakly Supported...

.

Purpose,.

This. study tests the fit of olternative Modelsof strike causes ,to

data from a.sample of public schoolStrike6 in New York. There are two

closely related, parts of the purpose: one is to reveal which set of
,

assumptions is a better basis for understanding the nature of this

'central phenomenon of labor relations, the other is to apply a

improved methods .t the itvestigation of strikes.

Strik-9 CpAses

The differing assumptions are key to the theoretical and

policy-related understanding of strikes. If one assumes strikes. are

_irrational, resulting from lack oiontrol, inadequate analysig, or
4

incomplete/erroneous information, then attention is focuted on the

search' for' mistakes and causes.of loss of control.. The actors are

.characteri4ed as having less 'thin-adequate control of nelbtiatioins

perhaps even as incompetant. Such ayiew implies that policy should be.

designed prevent mistakes or reduce thief destructive impacts.

PrOvisions for better informatiop, increases in understanding, improved

bargaining skills, orsharpened analytical capacity follow from an

.4
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error model of strikes, as do prov ion of outside help for crisis

intervention. There is not a systematic relationship expected between-

,power in 'the bargaining relatiOnship and' he. roots of stril4 behaVior.Silw

On the other hand, a rational model focuses'attention directly on

the power relationship between the parties and the way they assess

costs and benefits. /k strike is a decision lig One or perhaps both of

ttie parties totake the risks and incurr the costs. Their decisions are

therefore the focus of attention. Policy intervention is aimed at.

1.ecting the assessment of risks and costs of 4triking. Evidence

'which strengthens one position or 'the other thus has implications'for-

.both theory and policy.

The methods to examine strikes have not typically included-adequate

-controls for some of the,variation in local.conditions which can be

important. Many studies test the.fit of strike models on1Sampleol

7,strikes,. but fail to examine comparable non-striking sites.. Other

rpsearch compares strike t non-strike sites' of the same types But

these'studies do' not adequ tely control for regional comparisons by the

bargainers or the possible influence of local labor' market.

considerations on a small scale.appropriate.to the information

processing capacities of the typical local government negotiator. This

research attempts to improve on these problems by selecting a'matching

cluster of nearby school districts with which to.compar the ones

experienci' a strite., It also includes a shoot time span before and -.4

after the trike to test fors.the possibie longitudinal effects. Theie
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aspect' of. the date should show more definitively,whether one or the

othermodel is a better apptoach.

Strikes 'are of central importance to the understanding of

labor-management relations, in. schools and elsewhere. This is not so

mOch because of their frequent. occurance. In fact, strikes in New York

state' and local government (including schools) are rather;
1

rare. There

have been about 120 since 1967, .none .at all in 1983, and only two in

1984,'out of approximately 1500 public sector agreements negotiatedech
1

k

year. Rather because Of its frequency, strike action is important
. .

lbeCause it is the extreme test of power in the bargaining relationship

and as such sheds light on the larger process. Even if rarer the
.1 / a .

threat of strike ,is ever present and cannot be ignored. And even

, though strikeslphemselys are relatively rare, moving near the brink of

a Strike is mush more common. There are several hundred impasses in

-Ai
t serious threat of strikes, thus affecting the bargaining process.

New York each year (PERE News., 1984), many of which certainly involve

The importance of strikes is reflected in the attention they

receive in the literature and in,policy discourse. The problem of hot.4
y

best to characterize the causes of strikes remains a central problem in

both cas'es. Early treatments of `strikes, such as Hicks (1957) classic,

. model, emphasizes the role of error. A more complex analysis of'

strikes by Dunlop.(1958) included error aq a cause, but included an

investment in future gains and attempts to restructure the bargaining

relationships as additional causes. Moredkrent work, such as that by

Mauro (1982)..refines the concept of error in terms of the quality of

I

a
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the 4argainer's information and shows some support for, ,its importance

in strikes. Other studies, such as Ashenfelter and Johnson (1960) and,

Paldam and Pederson (1982)'are based on ;ational maw/leis. They also show

support for the importaric'e of calculation .and economic return as'
.

4

causes. Similar support. can be found in. behavioral treatments such as

that by Delaney (1983). These.and other studies (see for example '

Kaufman, 1982) , do not present a definiti icture. The causes of

strikes remain.clowly.
rib

Some research points to' the character stics of; teachers or, of the

unions as causes as well. Bruno and Nelken (1975) found that there .

are teachers with a higher propensity to strike th.an their-colleagues.

but a similar study by Nasstrom & Brelsford (.1976), yeilded.

contiadictory'results Internal characteristici of the union (ins

this case in the private sectors) showed only weak at best.`

relationships with strike frequency (Rdomkin, 1972). Ortainly

militancy of individuals and organizatiorks has some pait in strikes,

but the lack qf clear demonstration of this link fn the research

suggests that'other factors are at least as important.

Policy and wage\ structures would also be expected to affect the

propensity to strike, but the evidence has been mixed here as well.

The most comprehensive study of this typev(Perry, 1977Ashowed no

consistent relationships between-pelicystructures arid only weak

relatioships with wage patterns;

The lack of clear theoretical domillanc is certainly caused in

' part by the thixed causes of actual strikes. Cooper's (1982) review
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of strike.,reeeasch.cdmes t a similar codclusion. It ii:hard'to

Amagin either a stripce,bas on perfect information or, on totally

irrational behavior The que tion for this study is to see wfiidh model
440 .

(fits a small sample sobhat dhe degree of fit can be used as a.

.rationale for mor detailedixamination of bdth tha causes and

consequences of the strike.

The detail is derived -from the divergent expectations implied by.

the assumptions-. Strikes as errors should occur at tandom, .showing no

clear Felationships to economic or social context as determinants, nor

should there be a clear pattern beetwepn strAkes tnd
A

bargaining

outcomes; one can as easily winaa lose, or stay even in a process

driven 14y the haphazard nature of Sreors. Some leatning may occur due

4 to the errors, therefore strikes should be somewhat less likeky or

,intense where they have occured before.

By contrast,Ccalculated strikes based on somewhat accurate

information should blinked to their environment, since the infldence

of labor.marketsi. fiscal conditions, political support, etc., should

be accurately taken into account. Moreover, there shoUld be a pattern

of winners and losers, althougiil tile parties may change positions
4

through multiple strikes. There should be somewhat of a tendency to

repeat strikes as well, since good information and-calculation should.

lead tip 'reinforcing the action.'

Ifstrkkes.do producelpayoffs, there should be clear differences

between a striking district and otherwise comparable nelEby.ones. these

differences should appear in the outcomes of bargaining, and possibly
6

(
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in the frequency of .strikes and impasses, as well as.in,the finer

details of the poser relationship between the pastiib.

METHODS

New York School-Dist4ct qtrike Samdle
*

Since the passage of the TayldT Law. in 1967, there have been 118..

strikes by.teachers in New York public school districts and 38 strikes

by other employees (P.ERB Report, 1984)..It was not pobsile to conduct

an analysis of the full number, bo the study was restricted to a sample.

of the 15 most recent. The most recent were'selected to make it. more

likely that copies of contracts in force.ht the-time would be
4

available. There Were no ipubldCsector strikes in New York in 1983 and

only two school strikes in 1984, but statistical data were not

available fox 1984. So the most recent strikes in the sample were.in

1982. The sample covers strikes from the 1978-79 school year through..

1982.. (See Appendix A.) .

duster Comparison APproich

...,-Each-'of,the striking districts included in this .study is examined

* in terries of a comparison cluster of other districts. The cl er is

made, up of three nonstriking and onelstrikeing.district, all ab close

together as possillole.. The-same data were collected for all districts

in the cluster. Much of the analysis to follow-is based, therefore, on

comparksons between the striking.districts and the rest of iip cluster.

'Events or' changes in the/strikidg school districts may be 'caused 41, a

variety.of factors- only one of whictia the strike 'itself: The cldster
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proviaes a badis for distinguishIngeOrike outcomes tromiothet
.

possi+ inhuenceS.C.
..e

r'

Such an approachAeperids la:rgtly 66 the degre4 to'4,hich'tke.other°

distri,dts in the cluster Can be 4ught of as coinpaiable to t4e f;

..4. striking one. We therefore sought to cordtruct the'Clusters-bo.that,

they would pe as similar possIble to the striking districts' in 'temp

of .characteristics likely to.be strikefelate0. These variables'arel-

.'described belbw. There is alb reason to believe that bargaining iri,
.

local government units is influenced by events in siMilhr, proXimate

units (e.g., Gerwin,r1974). The degree/to
t
siiiich a striking school

district departs from others in a' similar cluster cdn thus .b evidence

of a unique or unusually, strong impact of the strike.

The matching of districts :in gpsters was based on size,. resource

base, and'demographics, so as to be as similar as possible in
4 ,,.--

resources available for, and committeirto.iechools, as well as in baatc

.N.:organizational.and demographic structure. By reducing variance in
.

these factors to a minimum, strike v.'cluater differences:cadlbe more

confidently attributed to the strike itself. Lea the absence of direct

measures of organizational.characteristicserenro4ictent is used as a

proxy for complexity and structure. Resources available and committed.

to schooling aE tepresented by .expenditures per pupil, ,tax levy' per
.

, pupil, and Nualized assessed property vailke per pupil. Since property

Wealth does not. account for all the reldVant demographic differerices,

we included the racial/ethnic makeup of the studehts as well..

To minimize intra-cluster demographic variatidFi, as well as to

16.
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approximate a local reference group for hargaining purposes, the

members of ,a cluste% are adjacent or as close as possible' to each

others In all but two of.kthe cases the cluster is made upOf the

contiguous or.nearly contiguous districts 'WhicH maintained-high

simlari y. ih terms of the matching variables._For cities, howpOer,

their size and demographic cha?cterisics neceissitated mptching
. ,

them'With fither.cities; clusters E and "L are thus made up'of. similar

)sized cities, not contigbous school districts..

Strike Impacts
,-

,

Strikes in public. school districts can potentially impact

j
evedthing fiom the rplations between and students

,,

to ,the .political and economic. bate of the district. This study was

limited to ht impacts on negotiated agreements and oh allocation of- '

resoUrces. In rder to have a' common basis for Oompaison of changes-
y , .4".

. 40. .

. in-negotlatect ag cements, we selected a common set of clauses to be
4,

examined in all agreementg.'That common set yould'allow for a
, , ., .

comparison of the number oe,chinges'ef-rom agreement to agreement; is

as, across districts. /be Clauset (15 in ali) were-choseh tQ gpan

the ma jot subjects of bargaining and 'to include .some items expected to

be very and some which-wo40 be relatively ..rare, The main epic .

and specific clauses. used.are.shown. in Table I.

.

4.111,

I a. h
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CONTRACT TOPICS AND CLAUSES

SUBJECT CLAUSES 1'

Work Load Class size, length of work day, length of work
year, teacher preparation time

Work Rules Extra duty assignment, just cause, performance
,.

evaluation, sUbsistaffing, maint. of standards

. Leave Policy Pers. leave, sick leave & lv. bank, sabbatical

Insurance . Health, dental, life, vision

Other Agency shop, retirement incentive

[A brief definition of these terms is found in Appendix II] W.

_Comparing.cointract changes across districts is complicated.by the

differences in years Covered bypeach contract', -which varied,from one to

.as many, as five yeais in these districts. Consequently the prospective

members of a cluster would riot. necessarily be negotiatigg contracts at

,the same time that the strike in that clueter,Occurred: That made it
1

'impossible to select' the cluster member@,with contracts covering the-,

.same- time span as the strikeing district; that would have necessitated
.4 1

violating the xequirment of close matching on the.other cluster
, .

pharacteristics. Therefore the analysis of cdnira0 changes is based as

closely as possibble on only those contracts, which were negotiated in,

the same year as the striking district in that cluster; some districts

& in the cluster were thus exal ed..from this aspect of the analysis.

With this limitatiOn, we obt ined.dql,on changes in contracts from 45 ,

negotiations 'over the entir sample.

Par those districts go,tiatfivg during the same year as 'a Strike,

V.
1'

1
ti
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it is .most likely %hat they were actively, negotiating on .or neat 'the MI
. /, #

time O the 'strike. Almost.A11 strikes occur duarig, the off
6'

tiations between the expiration. of one contract and ageerqent on

I itil.st4cessar; for school districts ciontracts° typically expire in the

,

summer or, fall.
S.

. r
.

Contract analysis consisted in fiiring, and comparing, the -

appFop'tiate- clauses in each agreement's 'before
.

and after the -strik.e4,
,. al'

coding the existence of a change, and, 'noting whether it was a gain 'by
I, C

m
:

the union or board. In ost' cases this was oblious from the clause - .

I

itself .:For 10: retirement, incentives and two other cliuses, however,

the beneficiary was unclear. These were coded- as (vans for,' both

parties. No codeing'or. weighting of the ,importance or value of the
.

change was used. This would have required .detailed infOrmation abouE,

the' priorities of "the. bargainers which is Simply.not_available

from partitip.ation 'in the. ,barga'i'ning or detailed, interviews . of the r

parti'cipa'nts.. 0

. t

4
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RESULTS.

The.first concern is the degree of suppOrt found for each AD-1 the.

' alternative models of strikes: Wtrike'ts rational, calculated. strategy

p

11

y. irrational error or outburst. Fo,this overallluestion the' results.
4 .

ate thoroughly mixed., Dependidon whi.Ch aspects 'of the possible

..impacts are examined there;as support for either view. .This'finding
V J.

has made it necessary for us .to go beyond this overall qUestloq io more

a

I..

detailed, consideratiOh of the nature of strikes; which be taken up.
e

below, after discussion of the general findings. .
, .

v .

With respect to impacts on the contents of contracts,
.

there seems

to be supPort, for the rational model. The number of-changes of each
A 0,% A

type in the contracts analyzed is shown in Table 2.

.1 TABLE 2.
,-

CHANGES IN NEGOTIATED AGREEMENTS BY MAJOR'SUBJECT

==============

Beneficiary,
seassmax=====anise
BOARD

ama======
Work Load

% .

Usgsm=====

=========
Work Rles

% .

ammusimmemem

=========
Leaves

ammosommems=

mismsammimmulmillassaimmum

Insurance! Othe'r
% I 4 %

sgammtwommenlatumxissmatmem

=num
No. of
Cont.s
01111====

Stake
a
11 25.0% 2 3.6% 11 25.0% 1 2.3 %I 1 . 4.5.% 11

Non-Str.
ice. qi

11 8.1% 1 0.6% 13 9.6% 0 0.0%1,/ 2 .9% 34

UNION
-

Strike 8 18.2% , 1.8%1 3' 6.8% 9 20.51 1 1 4'.5% 11.
Non-Str.

moss . . _

imassimmismOOm
9 6,6%

gemagmmumm
2 1.2%1 7 5.1%

sebeammassmidsummumumma
16 11.811 8 11.8%
wrimilimatommolimmassmemmuss

34
MMUMMOB

(Pet cent.change0 show the number of changes in contract language
relative to. the .total number of times clauses of that type, could
have changed.4 . .

1

.

The' gross comparisons of changes in strike V. non-strike.siimitions

shoi at leash three clear patterns- (1) there are more contract changes

in strike situational, (2) Vie overall distribution ot. gains and losses*
1
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varies from strike to non-strike .situations, and (3) that the

'rOationship of union to board gains varies considerably across

digferent subjects. The Ottern of differerhles is moreclearly shown

in Figure 1.1°

.1

(Id

cZ

. Figure 1.

.-
I t 1- 1-
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# ,

Qverall, the volume of changes'in strike situations iscarkedly

higher, and the distribution of winners and losers is clearly dependent

on the subject of bargaining. Boards are.bore likely to gain

concessions frdm the unions in work load and leave policy, while the

unions gain the preponderance of.concessions in the area of insurance '

4fringe benefits are, typically of considerable importance to unions) ,

and work load (specifically class size). While the volume of changes

in ionstrike situations is 'owe', the'relationships of gain and loss

BEST COPY AVAILikeig
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remain the same in work loadl'leavetk:and insurance: the board tends p)..

'gain more frequently than thi union in the same areas', but the.gap
? .4,

. Ipetwrn the two is smaller.
.

.
. In terms of overallminners and losers, strike situitiops seem to

favor the board to a modest degree, while nonstrike situations favor

the union. The advAltage that mars to accrue to)the board in strikes

situations is.made up of proportionately greater gains in.work load and
i

work rules Areas.. The advantage in favor of the union in nonstrike

situations reflects greaterAains in 'insurance benefits and agency ,shop

(the category: Other).

This consistency suggests something other than a strictly randomo

or error model of strikes. A strike'situation does seem to change the

relative gains, as well as increase the volume.,In a sense, the stakes

appear to go up, and the odds change, though not appreciably. When

viewed from the position that unj.9ns choose whether or not to strike,

the pattern of contract changes suggests such a* choice is an error.

From the view that.boards 'can deliberately decideito take "a strike,

however, such a choice would seem.ko be quite'rational, given the

overall pattern of gains, It seems appropriate to consider that both

sides of the bargaining have some control over-whether or not a strike%

occurs. The contract change data suggest, therefore, that there may ge6 ,

'different kinds or leveks of calculation 4nd control on opposite side4

of the table.

The picture becomes Amen more complicated wben,the patterns of

change in school resource'allocation4re included. These possible.
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.

'impacts :of strikes on resovr e allocation are explored in terms of

instructional expenditures,. t acher pupil ra)io, arid' tax levy.

Instructional expenditures, in ublic schools were used because they are .

composed of over 80 per cent teactler'salaries. Instructional

a

p. 14

#.

expenditures would reflect t lary 'increases more directly than changes

salarylary schedples. Anal? s of scheduled salary changes'per se does.I

V
not account for the distribution of teaching Staff across the schedule.

.

.

Consequently the percentage. increase in a schedule does.not necessarily

reflect, percentage changes in salaries paid. Teacher pupil ratios
)_

refledt changes in general workload. TaX levy represents,-the fiscal.
. ;

.

_effort vf_the cal school district, independerit of subvention from

c
. \. 4 -

state or Feder 1 'sources.

In examinin the impacts on these variables, we used two changes:

one from the year prior to the- strike to the year"of the strike (i.e.,

the first school year in which the/financial and resource allocation
. /

)?impacts could be observed), the s c n4 frowthp year in which the

Stitike was settled to the follo ing year. Th'strikes typically
. ,

occurred early in the school y ar or involved retroactive agreements,

so the year of the strike is she school year Ln which it was settled.

The changes in the strike d strict are compared to the average. changes

in the clUster as well as n the county,and state for the years in

question.' The summaries o these comparisons.are shown in Figures 2-5.

[In these figures the v7rtical dimension represents the peraltage by

which that variable changed between the two years indicated. The\

notation: Ire 7-> 8 aka" indicates the change from the year before

16
, S.
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0

., i

the strik"ccurred,to the year in which thcstrike occurred. The

notation: "Strike -->Post" indicates the change from the year of the

strike to the. following year.] We turn first to a consideration of

changes. i expenditures.

0

22.131

17.6/
13.2/,

,3',"

4 4 .1

FIGURE 2

i
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r.

! , I , , .. ,

H n E. r H Lt1r02

V.

The first set of expendittire changes of interest are those

associated with a settlement year:. the contract and budget following

the settlementof a strike in that cluster. .First, there is little'

consistency accrods the sample. In four clusters (C, Di G2, & J) the

increase in the striking di,irict was greater than would be expected

based'on the 4uster and county. In five others (A, F, H, L, Ml, & M2)

the increase As about equal to the comparison groups, and in the rest

1 17 BEST opy
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(13; EfG1; I, & K) the increase is lower than would be expected. The

remarkal?ly even distribUAdn across these types strongly suggests the

lack of a aystematfc relationhhip tietween the occurrence Of a stri0

and the overall amount, spent on instruction (i.e. teacher salaries).
. 0

That is, this evidence supports a random or error view of strike

impacts.

Jr

'

r'

FIGURE '3
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With respect to tax levy,,oi effort, however, the pattern is

somewhat differqat (see Figure .3 above). Di nine of the clusters the

4,,4trjkeing district shows a larger than expected increase nn the levy

1-alasters AlOafFIG2,13,-JA ,M1,M2).' Three show about 'the'expected

-.incrias0C,G1II), and only two are lower (B,K) . It ,is'impioctant to: .

note that in eight of !those nine situations of greater-than- expected

rises in tax levyy the striking district started out below the cluster.

That is, the absolute- "amount of.tax lerk per pupil ..1 the strikeing

districts was lower than the' cxluster In the year pr or to the strike.

In fact all but two of the strikeing districts were lower than their
.

.

. clusteri.ihabsolute tax levy per pupil prior to the strike. Thus

striki/ng districts appear ta be somewhat lower in local tax effort.
1

'this pattern persists to some degree after the strike as well..In eight

of the cases tax levies in the-striking district in the year following

the strike either stayed even °or, lost ground relative to the other

diSi'ricts in 'the cluster.
1

cn

.

FIGURE 41
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Yet a different pattern is apparent with regard to changes in

18. .4

papi)./teacher ratios (Figure. 4) . One would expect changts in'pui5i1/

teacher rgtios. to be the parrorimagejf Apendit,pf.e chanslelrThat

lowering ratios (i.e.', smaller clissesf means more,expendive

4itruction, and *vice versa. In fact, ,quite he opposite is seen.

Four of the districts which Show smaller; than expected increases in
. ,

'expenditure were the ones showing larger thaniexpected drops in

pupil/teacher ratios. This suggests ,that in these "districts, drops in

class size. were "paid for" in.a sense by smaller than expected salari .

increases. In fact in two of :.those apparently anomolous districts

(cluster E & I). there was a change in the class size clause as part, of

the strike settlement, but'in only one case was the change tpward

smaller class sizes in the contract; the other one increased maximum

class size.

This apparent contradiction is not particularly troublesome,

however. Pupil/teacher ratios reflect actual class sizes in the

district.; contract language reflects maxima. The average class size or

pupil /teacher ratio can therefore change substantially in many cased

without respect to the maxima stated in the contract. Class size

language in a contract, therefore cannot be taken as an accurate

indication of actual class sizes. Theevidence of what seems to be

paying for" claim laze changes out of salary is' not consistent across

the clusters either.. In two cases (G2 s J), the drops in pupil/teacher

ratios correspond to larger-than-expected increases in expenditures. /# )/1

20
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one of these there watt a contractual reduction in class size as part of

the strike settlement (G2), but not in the other 4J) .

This lack .0of:tight relationship between 'apparently linked'

:variables illustrates:an important element of resource' allocation

decision making at the school district level. -In Settling'a labor.'

contract .with teachers, theaboard can-often have considerable
1

discretioft with regard to the'changeCin class size and staffing. It is

thu:T)6sible to redUce pupil/teacher ratios without inordinately-large

inch eases in expenditure if the overall salary settlement is modest.

This siicretion would account for the considerable.variationin

the degree of changes withinthe-sample, suggestAg the resolution of.

-some strikes involve' markedly different strategies or trade-offs from.

'others. The biggest drops in the ratio are in E. MOriches (cluster B),

and in Wyandanch (Cluster I). The strike 'in E. Moriches occurred'in
gar

Sept.; 1981. It is a small district, with enrollment in 981e2 let

and 37 dlassroom teachers, 9 of which were part time. Enrollment-
-

declined by 10, pupils between the 1980-81 and 1981,82 school year, i4t

9 classrQom teachers (5,full time, 4 part time) were added to the staff,

that fall. WithOut more information it is not possible to conclude

that this addition to the staff was related to the strike. There was,

in fact, a reduction in staff the' following year, producing a =
A

4

substantial increase in pupil/teacheeratios. It would seem that the

apparent impact was a transitory It is also the.case.that

pupil/teacher ratios can be volatile in a small district' Where the

Addition of a small absolute number of staff can have a large
Of,

21



k proportionalieffect. The only other district which shows-a relatively

large drop in pupil teacher ratios in the year following the strike is

Haller Place, another small district (enrollment 2551).

ASome aspects of the pattern in Nyandanch (cluster.I) Are similar:

A
to

p. 20 .

large drop In pupil/tiracher ratios accompanied by a relatively pall

increase in salary expenditures. There Seems to he more tOlih# case in

Wyandanth however. In the -year following,thestrike settlement, t

expenditUre increase. was.very large, approximately 25-per' cenL T

Suggests that the small' increase in salary expenditure in the first

year reflects savings caused by theipngth .of the shrike (39 days) ,end

t

the salary freeze imposed as part of the settlement.. The large
. *

proportional increase in the second yeat is'in tart an artifact.of the

deflated base the previous year. It does not seem appropriate,'
.

therefori, to judge the large pfoportional increase. for Wyandanch.in

the se&oncfryearto be evidence of a. substantial union gain..

All of the strikes prbduced multi-year agreements, ranging from

3-5 years in duration. It. is appropriate therefore to examine possible

effects on resources in the year after settlement. Aside from the

observations above, the post-strike year comparisons wield relatively

,few changed patterns. It does seem significant, howevere't4t in ?, of

14.cases:the- tax levy. increase is smaller in the second year. than in

the irst. Strikes seemto have occured'in low effort districts,

resulting 0.n a burst of increased effort in the st;Ikii, year, followed

by reversion to fore. There is a veryllarge.jump in tax levy, Irweveri

in tiqw Berlin (Cluster C). )4pis is a relitively-164-wealth area, so

0'I. 11,
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large "increases in tax levy are potentially. significant... Moreoyer, it .

was not associated with a disproportionate'increase in expendiiures.

This requikes more intensive examination in a later phase of this work.

Examinipg the resource changes separately does not reveal whether'

there was a-pattern in gains or losses when the changfs are viewed

together. Al. a, way of estimating the overall pattern of '6,

compared increases in the striking distr,icts to the a

anges;we

a ange

of the.cluster and county taken together. To keep the directign of the

relationship consistent Across the three variables the sign for

pupil/teacher ratio is reversed, since drops'in this measure are

interpreted the same way as increases in the other variables. The

chart, (Figure 5) shows changes in relationship to the expected changes

,(Cluater/county average) a bar above the 0 line indicates' the change.

.10 in that striking district was greater than the expected, and vice
v-

versa.vera. , A

I

am/

FIGURE 5
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have resulted inconsistent union gains: clusterk A, G1,, li'd j

b .
1

(Plainedge, Deer Park, and Greenwood Lake)., It is worth, noting,

however, that the G2 cluster is a second. strike in Deer Park in which"
\

there is not such evidence of unionsucceses. '.Overall there is no clear
.

pittern'of boards gaiiie disproportionately or were able to hold the

union. less-than-expected'gains. With the exception of the

consistent increase in tax levies above theoreference point.(discussed

above), thereadoes. not seem to be 'a consistent pattern in the of

comparisons. This suggests that in general, the unions seem t e a

. stronger inflbence on resource allocations following .a strike as

compared to nonrstrike year put' the influentes are more in the .area's

of the district's tax effort and in pupil/teadher ratios than int-
e's

salaries and related instructional expenditures.'

A
A

DISCUSSION

The. strike ample selected fbr this study presents such a variety
. . .N. I

of cAnges that no. single view of.the phenomenon seems to .fit very

well. The strongest evidenci fbr,some.consistent, systematic effects

eetf strikes.is'found in the changes in contracts and in: tax levys. Both. .

the increase in volume and the change'in the prOportions of gains.and

lotses is suggelikive Oi:Cohsistent effects. The strongest implication

is that boards tend to drive. ht4der 'bargains on.Controlrielatedissues

in a strike ;Situation while unlonb_may.acceptthese losses in return
.

for benefit's. It may even be tliakboards take-a much harder bargaining.6..
.

position on these issues generally, and thus are more willing to take-a-
, .
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strike, or.conc ea elsewhere. Theshift in proportion of -gains VO the

'13.), 23

board in a strike iltuation also suggebts a pOwer siifi. Given the
:64

Penalties fo(strileing.employeeslin.New ybik, this appearance Of a

power shift/may be fan important element. Public employees who' engage

.in a:work Stoppage can Lose two days payfor each day of the stoppage,

in addition be -loss of dues check-off acs an organizational penalty.,
I.

ORoe a strike starts, the employees may,b#, under substantiil pressure.

to'return to'wo:rk quickly and minimize the penalty, necessitating

greater concessions to the Board'on non- economic issues..
Aside frpm,the shift in the distribution of contract chadges,

strikerilk

changes.

districts also seem to experience a greater number of
v.

Clearly a strike raises -,the stakes pf the bargaining, and

i4's 'costs. 4 may therefore .rewire more concessions on both sides to

lustify the cost.and to convince those who mutt ratify the agreenient

that enough has been gained to justify the cost of the strike.

An, increase in the number of changes may not be a strike effect,
" .

however. Strikes would be expected in districts with generally higher

levels of conflict and elated tti more frequent revision of the

contract.. Generally higher conflict levels would be expected to lead

to more frequent changes, since pioposals for contract revision

om each party's review of problem-areas in thegenerally come

previous agreeme_ (Wachter, 1983). bore problemi should lead to mpre

proposals.It may'also take more changes generally to demonstrate

to both sides that sufficient gains-hive been obtained 'to justify the

concessions made. fV.
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.

If this. is so, the rate of change in: contracts shouIrd .
,

comiSarable in both strike. and non- strike years for those djttrictS
I

-which have experienced 4-strike. In the twoclustersh two strikeslf

each 0 41.MY, the study covered a sufficient'leng4,of tiriie to check

for th is possitility."There are' three districts whichfxperienced
,

.

trikes whare we also have the ..number of contract .cha e6,from,a

non-strike negotiation. In those distr.icts,, there.,we9 changes in

the non-strike Tears, 23 in the strike years..The r tR in he

rlon-strike years is a bit less than im.strik'es.t..,bqe: clearly above the

'pittern for the rest

'::chranges per year.

the distriati; which aveagied:fewer than5
/

it seems that both strike and contract changes

may be consequences of .persi ant, high confliOt in the districts.

These generally high le els of conflict in thd striking'doistricts

also seems to be related to -tax efivort. The/ pattern in tax levy

changes is much clearer and 'more consistent.than,what.was seen for tipe
, ,

sother resource variables. In 11 of the q cases the increase in tax .

levy was greater than the comparison groups in the st:ike,year, but the
N. .

.

,

\Ipattern did not persist in the following year. Thislow tax' effort may

be .a source of continuing tension resulting from 'the union's pressure

to raise revenues and the 'board's reluctance to do so.

.When,viewed as a whole, the findings suggest a View of strikes
"a

distinct from the models described'iabove.. Strikes seem to be less

unique occurrances.in their own right and:more continuations of. the
.4 4,

'basic bargaining relationships a5td dynamics, albeit with somewhat

higher stakes. There is little/evidence that these strikes
/
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a
Y

*1146

.Itundamentally.changed the bargaining relationships or produced large
-1 ,

19ng term 9,ains. With a few-importtp0 exceptions, the strike

settlemefits seem to differ from other bargaining outcomes mole in

4,
degree than tfullnd. Evea in those cases wh'er'e there were large

apparent effects, tdch as the large drop in pupil/teacher ratios in

cluster .B and the markedly lower'expenditure figures for cluster I,
a

there were'balancing changes in the opposite difirctions in the

subsequent year. The gross eNkidence f..impact iplatterns which the study

souglk is present, but less than pPwerfully persuasive. Instead a,

picture of strikes which emerges is one of dramatic but not necessarily

decisive events.in a larger pattern of bargaining relationships and

dynamics.

There is more support for this view 'in the informal evidence we

gathered in the Course of the many phone. calls necessary'-to gather

fugitive copies of past" contractse Ofie board negotiator reported at

the strike in his district was. a result of-the union's insistence t at.

a restrictive'class size clause come grat of the agreement. The b d

refuse, took a short strike, and the clause stayed in'. This lack, of

,

. change., an aprarent outcome .of the striker- could not appear in. the data
-.)

qq

as presented. Similarly.,,, another union chose, inexpticably, to, strike

on payuday. Strikers therefore'received no pay at all untill the. n 6

r

,strike ,was, over. In,pikisiltrike, by the board's 'report, the issue was

also removal of a"cliuse. The Superintendent refused, carried a slim

majority, dfothe boardefand the clause staied in: another negitive

impact not shown in.thebove data.
w. ,I,W,V,q9*.tt 4!,.k...#4.6.144t"--0,"4...Viiit't..1,`,1.4..."..i.4.44^..4,,,Y4.....4wilir,i..."#.4.
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A moredicomplete and effective accounting for strike causes, it
,seems, must await a closer examination of more of the details of th
parties' objectives and actions. This, in turn, requires more

qualitative and behavioral.data' (which will be pursued in the second

phase of this study). In the absence of those data, the conclusions as
to whether strikes are errors or strategic acts remains mixed. Such
narrow views seem inadequate to deal with the richness of possible

causes and consequences. More ;IiLudy is clearly needed of the details

of these same strikes, with the benefit of the data already in hand.

It appears that strikes must'be studied in considerably more

indivialUal detail before a clear pictufe of c uses emerges.

44,4;'44.44:44,44,4.4444,44,444,41,440,4,4.44:44444,4444.4!...4,44444.4........4414,4,44,4,.44,4144.4.4.4.444,444,4444.46,.444
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APPENDIX A - DISTRICTS STUDIED

STRIKE DAYS
itXluster STRIKE DISTRICT DATE DURATION CLUSTER DISTRICTS
11* ,

A
.

. ,

Plainedge 04-Sep-80 2' Bethpage, Rockvl. ..;,

Center, Wiptagh
'.

09-Sep-81 3 C. Moriches, Eastpor 4

S. Manor %

B E. Moriches
o

New Berlin 187M y.79

D Tupper Lake : 09- Dec -80

Rome 18-Jan-82

-)0

Heuvelton 06-Mai-82.

Edmeston, Morris,.
Richfield-Spr.

Saranac.L., Cliff -Fine,
Parrishville

Auburn, Utica,
Schenectady

Berm-DeKalb, Lisbon'',
Madrid-Waddingtft 1 --

:..
G1 Deer Park 28-Sep-79. 3 Bay Shore, *. Babylon,

.---7:

W. Islip

G2 Deer Park 17- Sep -82 8 same
.

B Miller Place 06-Sei-79 7 Elwood,. King's Pa'rk
t

Rocky Point
_04 .

r
*Yandanch 18- Sep -79. 39 Hempstead, Roosevelt-

_

Westbury

J Greenwood Lake 20-Jun-80 I 1, Chester, Florida
Highland Falls

11.1tocklant Siir.Valley,
Stiffern

et

..

K Clarkatown 02-Oct-80 9

Rochester 03 -Sep -80 Bu falor.Syracuee,
Yo era

M1 Hicksville_ 15-May-79 1
A

Pt.Washingtong',
Sy0Aset,

M2 Plainviett 17-Sep-81 24 Hicksville' Pt. Washingto
Syosset



APPENDIX B - Definitions of Contract Variables

Woric Load

Class size: language which defines maximum.clas sizes or averages,
or which requires extra resources (aidesp'etc.) if classes
exceed a maximum. Advisory or non-binding language coded as

/nut present.

Length of work day & work year: spcification of the maximum length
orthe work day and number of teaching days per year.

.Amount of keparation time: provision of time within work day when
teachers are free from teaching responsibility for purposes
of preparing lessons,

Work Rules
a

Extra dqties: rules which restrict the board's dicretion in
afisigning' teachers to extra duties during the-school day.-

Perforiance evaluation: descriptionstof 'reqdired methods or ,

procedures for teaching evaluation, or specific limitations
on the manner in which evaluations may be performed.

Just cause: prohibition of disciplinary'action or deprivation of
benefits or rights of teachers without just cause.

Maintenance of standards: prohibition of.board changing working
conditions .or standards o_ f Work or benefits, even if not
expressly covered by the. agreement,. without negotiation with
the union.

Substituting/Staffing: langyage describing .or teitricting the way
the board can use teachers as substitut,s'or for short-term
assignments within the normal schedullki;

Other
,

'Agency shop: all tho.se covered by contract,/whether or not members
,.of the union, mus pay fee (usually equal to the amount of
dues) to the union to cover costs of/representation.

Early retirement incentive: extra pay oar bonuses for teachers. to. ,

. choose to retire befo ;.e their norm I time.. Bonuses for
retirement which are not incentives for early action are
coded notpresent.



CLUSTER

A
B
C'

D
E*
F
G
G.

H
I-

K
L*
M
M

APPENDIX C - '.CHANGES, IN. FINANCIAL VARIABLES

Expenditure Comparisons -. Per Cent Change

PRE - STRIKE -> STRIKE .

Stfk ,County State
ammermsomminamprommimmusanamapswommaimmas

11.2%
2.2%

10.9%
17.4%
5.7%

12.2%
6.6%

17.08
9.1%

-0.8%
19.6%
6.3%
9.8%
4.1%
7.7%

8.9%
14.2%
8.0%

10.6%
21.3%
10.1%
13.8%
11.3%
8.8%

10.1%
16.1%
13.0%
7.1%
6.4%

12.1%

8.8% _104%
9.91) 10.0%
8.3% 6.5%

12.4% 10.8%.
10.2% 0.5%
10.9% 8.9%

, 9.4% 10.8%
9.9% 10.0%.

10.9 %.` 6-.5%
10°.9% 6.5%

7.4% 6.5%
10.2% 10.0%
10.6% ma%
2.8% .6:5%
9:2% 10.3%

AVERAGES: 9.3% 11.5% 9.4% 8.9%

STRIKE -4 PAST STRIKE

Strk Clust County State
MIORMIXIMMISIMMOMMUMMIXIMMUMER

12.5%
5.3%
.6.7%
8.7%

15.5%
11.9%
8.3%

8.7%
7.21

16.2%
8.6%
8.9%

14.1%
8.5%

0.21
10.4%
10.1%
7.4%
9.6%
,8.7%
9.9%

10.3%
9.3%

10.81
10.0%
10.2%
9.3% :
10:4.

9.8% 14.2% 9.4% 10.8%
25.7% 5.2% 9.4% 10'.8%
,15.7% .8.0%' 8,5% 10.8%
12.5% 11.64 9.6% 10.3,1
1.1%. 14.0% J.0.2% 10.3%
8.8%. 7.7% 8:5% 1008%

13.4% 11.8%. 9.4% 010.2%

11.1% 10.3% 9.2% 10:3%

* These clusters contain cities, matched:by site rather than
Instead of county averages, the bitylverage was used.

ti

I

proximity.

ti
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Tax Levy Comparisons - Per Cent Change

PRE-STRIKE -> STRIKE- 'STRIKE -> POST STRIKE

CLUSTER
minsimpfse

Strk. Clust. County State
ammalimaimmasunimmamismammitusommamos.

'A 14.6%. 12.6% -11.2% 10.7%
111. -1.1% 13.1% 10.6%, 12.2%
C 7.9% 15.9111. 8.1% 1.5%

27.5% 12.5% 16.0% 10.7%
E* 13.8% 9.3% 15.0%) 12.2%
P 23.1% 9.7% 10.7% 12.2%
G 8.6% 8.4% 8.7% 10.8%

12.1% 9.5% 7.6% 6.9%
16.6% 11.2% 8.7%. 10.8%

I 18.4% 6.6% 22.7% 18.8 %
24.3% 19.3% 9.3% 10.8%.
5.2% 12.4% 10.1% 10.7%

L* 15.0% 12.1% 9.2% "10.7%
12.0% 8.5% -7.5% 1.5%

M 14.3% 12.4% 10.6% 12.2%

AVERAGES: 14.2% 1.6% 9.8% 9.6%

*

Strk Clust County State
mostammasammanamstammussammatommumai

11.2% 11:2% 10:6% 12.2%
4.0%. 14% 7.5% /5.9%

49.5% 205% 18.8% 10..8%
18.2% 7.0% 13.5% 12.2%
29..8% 5.4%- 2.4% ,5.9% .

10.4% 10.6% 7.6% 5.9%
11.5% 14.9% 12.0% 10.7%

8.2% 18.7% 12.0% 10.7%
8.8% 9.8% 11.2% 10.7%.

13.0% 12.1% 8.1% 10.7% 4
11.0% 15.2% 8.1% 10.7%
5.3% 6.0% 15.0% 12.2%'

15.0% 9.8% 22.7% 10.8%
8.0% 9.0% 9.7% 5.9%

14.6% 10.8% 11.8% 9.7%

* Phese clusters contain oiliest matched by size rather Phan proximiPy.
Instead of count, averages, the ciPy average was used.
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Pupil-Teacher Ratio Comparisons
Per Cent Change

PRE-STRIKE -> STRIKE STRIKE -> POST STRIKE

CLSTER Str Clust. County Str Clust County
ammummuman mmuUmemmumemmosmaimmosimmu mmalisammiewimmissumm;mmaissasse

I 2.6% -2.2% -1.3%
1,13.4% 0.2% -2.0
I - 7.1%.' -84% -8.0%
1 -6.0% lit-2.8% -1.9%
1-10.2% -6.2% -0.6%
-1.2% -0.8% . 2.5%
-1.7% 1.0% -3.4%

-16.8% -8.3% - .4%
10.7% -6:2% - .8% A

-3.9% 4.0% - .4%
-9.8% 1.3% 0.0%'
12.5% -0.6% -3.8%
4. % -3.9% -2.5%

-7.8 -4.7(%, -7.6%

A. -9.4% -9.9% -3.8%
..1.8% -3.5%

C -1.7% -2.5%0 -2.4%
D, °O.7.% -6.8%- -4.2%
E* -3.8% *3.6% -3.8%
F -2.3% --1.1% -3.1
G -10.3% -5.5% -3.3%
G -7.0% -3.6% -2.4%
H 1.60 -0.5% -3.3%
I -18.1% 0.1% -2.5%

-14.0% 49.5% -2.7%
K, -0.5% -0.3% -1.2%
L* -1.4% -7.1% 1.1%
M -6.1% -6.6% -4.2%.

=2.3% 4.0%

Averages: -6.5% -3:6% -2.4% -1.5% -2.7%' -2.8%

* These clusters contain cities, matched by, size rather than
proximity. Instead of county averages, the city average was used.
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